
4-H Ceramics Units 5 
Porcelain Doll   

Judging Sheet  
Member Name: _________________________________ 

County: _______________________________________ 

   Jr._________ Int._________Sr_____________ 
Exhibit:  Completed Ceramics e-Record presented in a sturdy binder/notebook.  Note:  Judge only areas that are applicable to the doll.  Dolls 
are to be evaluated only by the workmanship on the doll not the attire selected.  The attire of the Reproduction dolls will be judged in the overall 
appearance.  
Judging Element 1:  4-H e-Record:  Complete means that everything has been filled out.  Not complete means that there is something 
missing and needs a comment as to what is missing or why it is not complete.  Project will be evaluated on the quality of information completed 
in e-record (25 percent) and quality of exhibit (75 percent). 

Criteria Complete Not Complete Comments 
E-Record 
Record Cover    
4-H Projects taking this year    
What activities helped you learn the skills for this 
project? (workshops, project meetings, classes, contest, 
etc.) 

   

What leadership development experiences did you 
participate in? 

   

Citizenship/Community Service    
Demonstrations/Presentations/Speeches    
Expense Record     
Project Photos     
Story     

Ceramics Information 
Technique Sheets 
(1 technique sheets including tools used, brushes used, 
media used and steps used to complete the project) 

   

Criteria E G F N/I Comments 
Judging Element 2: 4-H Ceramics Units 5  N/I=Needs Improvement -must have comments 
Show Creativity 
(consider age, experience and technique used) 

     

Cleaning  
 

    ____Seam Lines     _____Smoothness     
 
 _____Finger Separation 

Eyes, Eye Sizing and Painted Eyes     _____Corners          _____Size    _____Smoothness      
 
_____Evenness 

Eyebrows     _____Shape             ______Placement           
______Application of color 

Eyelashes      _____Shape               _____Placement             
______Application of color  

Details and Accents 
Lips, Finger & Toe nails 
Teeth and Tongue 

    Lips      ______Application of color                _____Evenness 
Teeth/Tongue        ______Placement                                 
Fingernails   _______Application of color     _____Evenness 
Toe nails _______Application of color         _____Evenness 

Blushing and overall wash     Face    ______Shading     _____Evenness 
Body   _______Shading   ______Evenness 

Body Assembly 
If applicable  

     

Overall Appearance 
The total evaluation of greenware should be taken 
under consideration 

     

Workmanship appropriate for age of exhibitor       
E= Excellent    G=Good   F=Fair   N/I= Needs Improvement          Revised 2018                                                         
                                                                                                     


